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Marie Conroe

Marie Conroe is a PC played by META_mahn.

Marie Conroe
     
  Gender Female  
  Race:  Human-Sage 
  Faction:  Independent
  Occupation:  ???
  Rank:  N/A

Physical Appearance

Biography

Personality

Abilities/Skills

Electricity and Ion Manipulation (Electrokinesis): Marie has the ability to generate and
direct the flow of electrons, which allows her to adjust resistivity, current, and voltage through a
given conductor as well as control magnetic fields. Manipulating ions allows her to use air as a
conductor, and make various ranged attacks. This ability consumes a lot of energy, requiring
Marie to eat almost twice that much a normal person needs. This ability also tends to respond
more to stress and anger, which causes electrical sparks to jump from her body at times.
Engineering: To take better advantage of her ability, Marie has studied extensively on the
properties of electricity and electromagnetic fields. This has had the side effect of her learning
principles of engineering and as a result she can perform repair on most technical things given
time.

Items

Several outfits packed in a suitcase. Many are somewhat worn out, given that a tailor for
someone of her size is difficult to afford on a minimal budget.
A 10mm kinetic, ballistic pistol for self-defense. She barely knows how to use it, though.
A seemingly endless supply of snacks as far as most people can tell. She's almost always eating
something.
A personal electronic map noting most known star systems and other spacemarks1)

An assortment of knick-knacks and other memorabilia-like items of no real value outside of the
sentimental.
A small, easy-to-remove poster of some cool stealth fighter, dramatized.
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OOC Notes

This page was originally created by META_mahn on 1/22/2018.

1)

They're landmarks, but in space! Basically nebulas and crap like that.
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